# Workshop Programme

## DAY 1: 4 July, 2024 (13:00 – 17:00)
Moderated by Charlotte Griffiths / Slavko Solar / Aleksandra Gulan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 13:00 – 13:30 | Welcome and Opening remarks  
- **Dr. Ivan JANKOVIĆ**, Assistant to the Minister, *Ministry of Mining and Energy of Serbia*  
- **Vesna TAHOV**, Acting Director, *Geological Survey of Serbia*  
- **DG GROW** (Recording)  
- **Snježana MILETIĆ**, Deputy Task Leader, *GSEU – EI ICE SRM & Geological Survey of Slovenia*  
- **Charlotte GRIFFITHS**, Chief of Section, *UNECE*  
- Introduction of Trainers and Tour de Table  
- **Participants** |
- Introduction to UNFC (2019), **Slavko SOLAR**, UNECE  
- Application of UNFC to Primary Raw Materials, **Hendrik FALCK**, Geoscientists Canada & Government of the Northwest Territories  
- Application of UNFC to Secondary Raw Materials, **Ulrich KRAL**, Environment Agency Austria  
- Discussion |
| 15:00 – 15:30 | Coffee Break |
| 15:30 – 16:30 | Overview on UNFC Case Studies  
- Minerals Case Studies, **Ghadi SABRA**, Politecnico di Torino  
- Anthropogenic Case Studies, **Marina von VIETINGHOFF-SCHEEL**, German Mineral Resources Agency / Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources, Germany  
- Classroom Exercises, **Ghadi SABRA**, Politecnico di Torino |
| 16:30 – 17:00 | Recap of Day 1 and Discussion |
| 20:00         | Shared cost dinner at **Restaurant Velika Skadarlija**, Skadarska 40d St. |
# Workshop Programme

**DAY 2: 5 July, 2024**  
(9:30 – 16:30)  
**Moderated by Ghadi Sabra / Slavko Solar / Aleksandra Gulan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:30 – 11:00 | • In-depth Overview of EU Critical Raw Materials Act: UNFC reporting and Integration into the EU CRM Database, *Ghadi SABRA*, Politecnico di Torino  
  • UNFC Capacity Building Activities  
    - GSEU EU ICE SRM Trainings, *Snježana MILETIĆ*, Geological Survey of Slovenia  
    - UNECE Trainings, *Ghadi SABRA*, Politecnico di Torino  
  • UNFC Implementation at National and EU Levels, *Slavko SOLAR*, UNECE  
  • Discussion |
| 11:00 – 11:20| Coffee Break                                                                                                                                                                                          |
| 11:20 – 13:00| • UNFC National Guidance & UNFC National Raw Materials Inventories  
   - UNFC Guidance Europe, *Hendrik FALCK*, Geoscientists Canada & Government of the Northwest Territories  
   • Bridging and mapping from National and International Reporting Systems to UNFC  
     - From CRIRSCO-template to UNFC, *Hendrik FALCK*, Geoscientists Canada & Government of the Northwest Territories  
     - From ABC1 to UNFC & Slovenian Experience, *Duška ROKAVEC*, Geological Survey of Slovenia  
     - From ABC1 to UNFC & Hungarian Experience, *Zoltán HORVÁTH*, Supervisory Authority of Regulatory Affairs of Hungary  
  • Discussion |
| 13:00 – 14:00| Lunch Break                                                                                                                                                                                          |
| 14:00 – 16:30| • United Nations Framework Classification for Resources (UNFC) in the classification of mineral resources/reserves of the Republic of Serbia, *Radoslav VUKAS*, EurGeol No1252, Senior Consultant in the Mineral Sector  
  • FutuRAM – Future Availability of Secondary Raw Materials, *Prof. Ivica RISTOVIĆ*, Faculty of Mining and Geology, the University of Belgrade  
  • Roundtable Discussion on Country Experience: *Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia*  
    - Raw Materials Data collection  
    - Raw Materials Reporting Systems  
    - Resource and Reserve Estimation  
    - UNFC Experience  
    - Resource Management Strategies  
  • Discussion |

*Workshop will be held entirely in English*

For additional information and/or inquiries, please contact:  
Aleksandra Gulan, alexsandra.gulan@gzs.gov.rs  
Ghadi Sabra, ghadisabra27@gmail.com